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Of Toys and Stuff
by Jim Greenman

We planned to keep your first toys,
preserve them; one day,
when you are grown, lead you
to a secret closet, watch you
pull wide, amazed,
re-discover your treasures.
But we can’t; you’re eating them.

Michael Dennis Browne
Light Year 87
(Cleveland:  Bit Press)

What is a toy?  An object used in play.  Great, what is
play?  What we do for pleasure — not work.  But play
is a child’s work, right?  So toys are the child’s tools?
In fact, tools with educational import.  Serious
business, futures are at stake here.  And if it is
serious, then, of course, play and toys are the subject
of serious research:  “the metacognitive effects of
stacking rings on infants with crossed eyes.”  Even
more important — if it is serious and this is America,
there are fortunes to be made; toys are big ticket
consumable objects:  “Go plastic, young man,”
Horace Greely said to Benjamin Braddock, “and
make it bright red.”

Perhaps play and toys are serious, too serious to take
seriously.  Play is what children do when allowed to
— self-initiated, spontaneous, and voluntary messing
around; and the child is in control.  Toys are all those
things that kids play with, from blocks and rocks to
computers.  In fact, the frequency with which chil-
dren are told “Don’t play with that” in the real world
illustrates that anything can be a toy — from food to
body parts.  Children create toys everywhere, in the
harshest of worlds, even concentration camps and
impoverished desert camps.

Toys in the Child Care Center

To say that toys are all those things that kids play
with is not to say that all play is equal or that all toys
are equal.  Good child care centers are play environ-
ments where a wide range of play is encouraged.  The
materials available facilitate that play.  But the
selection of the materials — the toys — defines more
than the play possibilities.  The toys also represent
feelings, values, and aesthetic choices:

“Rosebud” — Objects of endearment

It may have been your teddy, or your Chatty Kathy,
or that Davy Crockett rifle.  Somewhere in your past
are toys that evoke memories that bring smiles or
tears to your eyes.  While child care centers are
collective environments where there is little allowed
to become “Mine!,” the evocative power of a toy to
become a loved object should be considered if child
care centers are to become places for childhoods.

“Drop that carrot” — Toys are objects of
representation

Anything can be a toy for symbolic play:  the block as
truck or person, the chair as train, the scarf that
transforms the child into princess or witch.  Children
need objects that are not detailed, literal representa-
tions.  And create they will, whether we like it or not:

Johnny was a determined terminator.  First we found him
shooting away with his plastic gun, carefully smuggled in
from home.  “No guns at school,” we gently insisted and
confiscated the weapon.  Then he mowed down a row of his
friends with a homemade Lego blaster.  The quiet “no
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hurting people discussion” followed, complete with active
listening and affirmation.  Later that morning, eyes
glinting with revenge, he slowly raised his hand and
gunned me down with a carrot.

“Feel this! — Toys are sensual objects

There is a sensual quality to toys for young children
— and adults.  The softness and responsiveness of a
doll or stuffed animal.  The smooth warmth of a
beautiful wooden toy, rubbed smooth and oiled by
human hands.  The cool metallic strength of a truck.
The smell and feel of the leather mitt or the silky feel
of the doll’s hair.

“A good toy leaves room for the free exercise of a
child’s imagination.  It can be used in different ways.
It is handsome in shape and color and good to touch,
beautiful in line, and interesting in texture.  It is
sturdy and will take heavy use.”  (Caplan and
Caplan, 1974, p. 4)

“Buy me” — Toys as commercial objects

We live in an age where things only have value if
they become objects of consumption.  We buy leisure,
learning, fitness, and fun.  Children and parents are
marketed from birth to desire toys, and they do —
often only the real thing, the store-bought thing, will
do.

To the extent that child care centers replace toys with
recycled, found, or real materials, they give off a
counter message — “anything can be a toy.”  Often if
scale is not a factor (like with tools), the real “real
thing” is best — real pots and pans and dishes, not
the toy versions.

“Me too” — Toys are social objects

Some things lend themselves to social play:  blocks,
dolls, wagons, manipulatives, costumes, and so on.
Others:  computers, puzzles, solitary trikes do not.
Children need both.

“Heigh ho” — Toys as tools

“I did it,” she said after digging out the hole, un-
screwing the screw, or painting the wall.  Toys allow
children to accomplish, sometimes with a struggle:

Is there a better piece of equipment than a wheelbar-
row to challenge a child?  It requires both motor and

cognitive learning because the ease of maneuverabil-
ity changes depending on the load and the surface.
At one center a four year old, struggling heroically
with a wheelbarrow she had loaded  with wood,
looked up at the teacher and said angrily:  “Damn!
Teacher, there’s a wheel missing.”  While the teacher
was tempted to put away the wheelbarrow as devel-
opmentally inappropriate, she realized that the
child’s struggle to make it work was the real learning.

There is a nature store where one goes to buy, well,
nature.  For sale are pine cones and acorns, shells and
all sorts of pebbles, gnarled branches, and driftwood.
There are leaves of eucalyptus and pussy willows
and even dirt of different colors and consistencies.

“I want that new one” — Toys as novelty

Yes, children love novelty.  But the idea that children
need continual variety reflects an adult sensibility
about novelty, and we unfortunately teach that to
children.  The rapid development of young children
has the effect of transforming objects.  A few weeks
pass in a young child’s life, and it is almost a new
child who returns to an object to explore different
dimensions and uses of an object.

“Bright and cheerful” — Toys are aesthetic objects

Toys in themselves may be objects of beauty or garish
additions that detract from the general aesthetic.
Toys play a large role in the overall sensibility of the
center.  One real dilemma:  adults know that children
love primary colors.  They do, and all toymakers have
that fact emblazoned on their brains.

There is a wealth of inexpensive, useful, quality
plastic toys, all made in vibrant primary colors.  Yet
an abundance of primary colors creates a kaleido-
scopic chaos that diminishes the attraction of all
colors.  With our greater cognitive and perceptual
skills, we may look at a shelf and see a brightly
colored truck.  The very young child sees another
brightly colored plastic object amidst a sea of bright
plastic.  Unless we wish to raise another psychedelic
generation, programs should try to moderate the use
of primary colored toys (and furniture, walls, and
floors).

The Importance of Unstructured Materials
— AKA Junk

Unstructured materials are loose parts to be used by
children in ways that are not predetermined by
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adults.  These are toys that you won’t find in a
catalog.  You find them in salvage stores, teacher
resource centers, children’s museums, or suppliers
like Creative Educational Surplus (800-886-6426).
The objects tend to be simple and perhaps junk to the
adult eye, until a child recognizes the potential of the
item.

What do young children do with these loose parts?
They sort, put together, line up, drop, fill, stack, and
on and on.  They try to combine the materials in
ways we would not think of.  In fact, the best way
for adults to approach junk is to determine if the
item is safe (and that means safe to explore with the
mouth for a child under three), and then give it to
the children and see what they will do with it.

Some examples include:

plastic film canisters
canning jar rings
large washers
fabric pieces
wooden knobs or spools
plastic balls
whiffle balls
plastic tubing
clothes pins
plastic hair curlers
funnels
plastic or metal cylinders

small brushes
wooden dowels
wooden rings
pebbles
washers
sticks
bottle caps
paper tubes
medicine vials
shoe laces
key chains
plastic and wood scraps

Combine these materials in a variety of ways and
store them in containers that require different motor
skills to use.  Carrying containers without handles
requires different skills than containers with
handles, and there are numerous variations of
handles — jug handles, wire or rope, fixed, etc.

When using small unstructured materials, keep in
mind:

• Be extra careful about health and safety issues —
sanitation, choking, sharp edges, toxic materials or
finishes.

• Rotate materials in different combinations, and
facilitate play by putting out different materials
every week or so.  For example, some jar lids on a
plate next to a teddy sitting in a chair suggest
biscuits for morning tea.

• Every so often, casually plop down and play with
the materials yourself, but don’t assume the child
will do what you do.

• Use the materials in a bounded area to reduce the
pick-up, and incorporate appropriate ones in other
learning centers.

Large unstructured materials:

Remember the Little Rascals?  Spanky and Alfalfa
were always making contraptions out of tires, crates,
rope, planks, wheels, and nearly anything else found
in vacant lots or trash cans.  Large unstructured
materials allow children to create, construct, and
represent.

planks and beams
rope
large wooden blocks
plastic blocks
tape
wooden and plastic crates
webbing
boxes
parachutes/sheets
pillows/bolsters

A Final Note

Parents expect a well-equipped program to be
loaded with toys and teaching materials.  To provide
quality care for young children, we must constantly
promote the child as an amazing miniature scientist,
artist, social scientist, and architect who can use
much of what the world has to offer.
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sawhorses/triangles
tires
large and small wheels
driftwood
throw rugs
wood rounds
cans — large and small
doors/wooden sheets
wading pools
small boulders


